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Some Formal Semantics for Epistemic Modesty

Abstract. Given the frequency of human error, it seems rational to believe
that some of our own rational beliefs are false. This is the axiom of epis-
temic modesty. Unfortunately, using standard propositional quantification,
and the usual relational semantics, this axiom is semantically inconsistent
with a common logic for rational belief, namely KD45. Here we explore
two alternative semantics for KD45 and the axiom of epistemic modesty.
The first uses the usual relational semantics and bisimulation quantifiers.
The second uses a topological semantics and standard propositional quan-
tification. We show the two different semantics validate many of the same
formulas, though we do not know whether they validate exactly the same
formulas. Along the way we address various philosophical concerns.
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1. Introduction

Using symbols for propositional quantification and interpreting the box
of modal logic as rational belief, one can express a type of epistemic
modesty using the following sentence:

�(∃p)(�p ∧ ¬p) AEM

This is the Axiom of Epistemic Modesty. In words: the agent rationally
believes that at least one of her rational beliefs is false. Given the fre-
quency of humor error, this seems like a reasonable axiom. By adopting
it as an axiom, we need not assume that in every possible world we
can imagine, AEM is justifiable. Rather, we can assume we are limiting
ourselves to those worlds where AEM is justifiable.
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This work is a philosophical and technical exploration into two dif-
ferent formal semantics where AEM is valid, and which also validate a
common axiom system for rational belief, namely KD45. We focus on
the single agent case.

The first formal semantics we focus on interprets propositional quan-
tifiers as bisimulation quantifiers. Our understanding of bisimulation
quantifiers is indebted to the work of French (2005, 2006a,b). The sec-
ond semantics is topological and our approach follows (Steinsvold, 2003,
2007, 2008).

Consider the following axioms of KD45:

Closure �(p → q) → (�p → �q) K

Consistency �p → ♦p D

Positive Introspection �p → ��p 4

Negative Introspection ♦p → �♦p 5

To introduce our basic motivation, consider the following axiom,

�(�p → p) Q

which is a theorem of KD45. The validity of Q corresponds to:

• (∀x)(∀y)(xRy ⇒ yRy) secondary reflexivity

Now consider the standard interpretation of the propositional quanti-
fier (where quantifiers range over all subsets of the set of possible worlds).
Under the standard interpretation, (∃p)ϕ is true at a world w, in a model
M , if there is a p-variant of M , M ′, and ϕ is true at w in M ′.

The problem which motivates us can be put as follows. Under the
standard interpretation of the propositional quantifier and the usual in-
terpretation of the box, the validity of both Q and D together in a frame
is semantically inconsistent with AEM.

To see the truth of this, consider the following argument. Let F =
〈W, R〉 be any frame in which both Q and D are valid. Let M = 〈W, R, V 〉
be any model on this frame, and let w be any world in M . By the validity
of axiom D, for some z we have wRz. By the validity of Q, we have zRz.
Now if AEM is true at w, then (∃p)(�p ∧ ¬p) is true at z. But this is
impossible because we have zRz.

Thus, our basic motivation is to investigate a formal semantics where
Q, D, and AEM can all be valid together, because the most popular seman-
tics simply will not allow it. In slightly stronger terms, since KD45 is a
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common axiom system for rational belief (and Q is a theorem of KD45),
we are motivated to investigate any semantics which validates KD45 and
AEM, and we focus on two semantics satisfying this motivation.

The axioms of KD45 are idealized, and we see no difference in prin-
ciple between the use of idealized agents in formal epistemology and the
use of idealized lines and planes in geometry. Nonetheless, the more down
to earth our agents are the better. We are modeling idealized versions
of ourselves. With this in mind the appeal of AEM is straightforward.
Human agents have been impressively wrong throughout history, even
the history of science is littered with false, but rational, beliefs. Medi-
tating on our own case, we should be able to recall many cases, trivial
or non-trivial, where we had a rational belief which we later discovered
to be false. Considering all this, it seems plain that there is enough
evidence to inductively conclude: one of our current rational beliefs is
false (though, of course, we do not know which one).1 Thus, AEM is
worthy of exploration as an axiom for rational belief. In the face of all
the mistakes humans have made, it seems simply immodest to deny our
fallibility by denying AEM.2

The first semantics we look at interprets propositional quantifiers as
bisimulation quantifiers. Bisimulation quantifiers are often studied in
relation to uniform interpolation and were introduced in (Ghilardi and
Zawadowski, 1995) and (Visser, 1996), and have roots in the work of
Pitts (1992). They have also been studied in relation to the µ-calculus
by D’agostino and Lenzi (2005). In (French, 2006a) it was shown that the
multi-agent version of KD45 with bisimulation quantifiers is decidable (as
well as multi-agent K, K4, S4, S5, and GL). In contrast, the monomodal
versions of many modal logics with normal propositional quantification
are often not so well-behaved (see Fine, 1970). Standard propositional
quantification for S5 with two agents is known to be intertranslatable
with full second order logic (first shown by Antonelli and Thomason
(2002) and later given a simpler proof in (Kuhn, 2004)), though the
single agent case is decidable (see Bull, 1969; Fine, 1970; Kaplan, 1970).

The second semantics is topological, and we interpret the diamond
as the derived set, whereas the propositional quantifiers are interpreted

1 Those interested in the myriad ways in which we can be wrong should consult
the popular book by Schulz (2010).

2 Despite the previous argument, Evnine (2001) has produced an interesting ar-
gument against the rationality of A

EM.
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in the standard way. As far as we can tell, both semantics validate the
same formulas, though we have no proof of this. Also, we’ve found no
valid formula which is epistemically counter-intuitive, though without
a completeness proof for a reasonable set of axioms, we cannot be sure
there are none.

In keeping with the theme of modesty, we will make clear the lim-
itations of this paper. First and foremost, this paper is a preliminary
investigation, and while we do present a number of answers to various
questions, there are still more questions (some technical and some philo-
sophical), which we do not have answers to. Second, we are not taking
the most general approach. We are only focusing on semantics where
the axioms of KD45 are valid, as opposed to weaker systems. While this
is definitely a limitation, we also hope it will bring some simplicity to a
topic which seems technically, and philosophically, not so simple.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we present the basics
of bisimulation quantifiers and prove various theorems. In Section 3
we present a certain philosophical account of modesty and explore it. In
Section 4 we present a topological semantics, prove various theorems and
address certain philosophical concerns, as well as make comparisons and
address concerns with a rival topological approach to belief, as presented
in (Baltag et al., 2018).

2. Semantics for bisimulation quantifiers

2.1. Preliminary definitions

A frame F = 〈W, R〉 is a pair, where W is non-empty and R ⊆ W × W .
The members of W are points or worlds. A valuation, V , is a function
from propositional variables to 2W (the power set of W ). A model M =
〈W, R, V 〉 is a frame with a valuation. Where M = 〈W, R, V 〉, we often
write w ∈ M to mean w ∈ W .

The set of propositional variables is PROP = {p1, p2, . . .}, and we
often use p and q as arbitrary members of PROP. Our formulas are
defined with:

α := p | ⊥ | (α1 → α2) | �α | (∃p)α

The other connectives are defined as usual. A particular occurrence of
p in Φ is free in Φ if it is not within the scope of (∃p) or (∀p) in Φ, it is
bound otherwise. A formula is closed if it has no free variables.
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The following definition of a Θ-bisimulation from (French, 2006a), is
a refinement of the classic notion of a bisimulation.

Definition 2.1. Given two models M = 〈W, R, V 〉, M ′ = 〈W ′, R′, V ′〉
and Θ ⊆ PROP, a Θ-bisimulation between M and M ′ is a non-empty
relation ∼Θ ⊆ W × W ′ such that for all w ∈ W , w′ ∈ W ′, if w ∼Θ w′,
then:

1. for any q /∈ Θ: w ∈ V (q) iff w′ ∈ V ′(q);
2. if wRz then there is some z′ such that z ∼Θ z′ and w′R′z′;
3. if w′R′z′ then there is some z, z ∼Θ z′ and wRz.

If there is a Θ-bisimulation between M and M ′ we write M ∼Θ M ′ and
say that M and M ′ are Θ-bisimilar.

If Θ is empty and M ∼Θ M ′, then we have the (usual) definition of
a bisimulation—in this case we say M and M ′ are bisimilar and write
M ∼ M ′. We write M ∼p M ′ instead of M ∼{p} M ′. Given two frames
F and F ′ which satisfy conditions 2 and 3 of Definition 2.1, we say that
F and F ′ are bisimilar and write F ∼ F ′. Note that M ∼PROP M ′ is
equivalent to saying the underlying frames of M and M ′ are bisimilar.

Just like bisimulations, Θ-bisimulations are equivalence relations.
The identity relation is a Θ-bisimulation (reflexivity), the composition
of two Θ-bisimulations is a Θ-bisimulation (transitivity), and the inverse
of a Θ-bisimulation is a Θ-bisimulation (symmetry).

We introduce the following notation to save space.

Notation 2.1. Define: M(w) ∼Θ M ′(w′), to mean: w ∈ M and w′ ∈ M ′;
M ∼Θ M ′ and w ∼Θ w′. We will use this notation in combination
with some of the other conventions/definitions already mentioned. For
instance, we write M(w) ∼p M ′(w′) instead of M(w) ∼{p} M ′(w′). We
write F (w) ∼ F ′(w′) to mean there is a bisimulation between F and F ′

which connects w and w′. And so on.

Let C stE represent the class of serial, transitive and Euclidean frames,
i.e., frames having the following properties:

• (∀x)(∃y) xRy seriality
• (∀x)(∀y)(∀z)(xRy & yRz ⇒ xRz) transitivity
• (∀x)(∀y)(∀z)(xRy & xRz ⇒ yRz) Euclidean

We write M ∈ C stE to mean M is a model based on a frame in C stE.
Definition of truth at a world in a model is as follows:
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• M, w |= p iff w ∈ V (p),
• M, w |= ⊥ iff 0 = 1,
• M, w |= Φ → Ψ iff if M, w |= Φ then M, w |= Ψ ,
• M, w |= �Φ iff (∀x)(wRx ⇒ M, x |= Φ),
• M, w |= (∃p)Φ iff (∃M ′ ∈ C stE)(M(w) ∼p M ′(w′) & M ′, w′ |= Φ).

Note the use of Notation 2.1 in the clause for (∃p)Φ, as well as the fact
that it is defined relative to C stE (and not just any class of frames). We
take the definition of the truth clause for (∃p)Φ from (French, 2006a).

We sometimes say w forces Φ to mean: Φ is true at world w. Φ is valid

in a model iff Φ is true at every point in the model. Φ is valid in a frame

iff Φ is valid in every model based on the frame. We write C stE |= Φ
to mean Φ is valid in every member of C stE. The validity in C stE of
axioms D, 4 and 5 correspond, respectively, to seriality, transitivity, and
the Euclidean property.

Note that, because we are assuming R is transitive, we can give
the following simplified definition of a generated submodel (see, e.g.,
Goldblatt, 1992, p. 10.)

Definition 2.2. Given F = 〈W, R〉, for any w ∈ W we put W w := {w}∪
{y | wRy} and Rw := R ∩ (W w × W w). Furthermore, for any valuation
V and any q ∈ PROP, let V w(q) := V (q) ∩ W w. Then F w := 〈W w, Rw〉
is the subframe of F generated by w and Mw := 〈W w, Rw, V w〉 is the
submodel of M = 〈W, R, V 〉 generated by w.

In the next section we prove various results to be used for later
philosophical discussion, and also for later comparison with the second
semantics we will explore.

2.2. Some results for bisimulation quantifiers

Since we now have bisimulation quantifiers in our object langauge, one
valuable result we need to show is that bisimulations still preserve the
truth of our formulas, i.e. if M , M ′ ∈ C stE and M(w) ∼ M ′(w′), then

M, w |= Φ iff M ′, w′ |= Φ.

This is Corollary 2.6. Tim French has established this for C stE (and
various other classes), and we reproduce the result here, as it is crucial
for further steps. Philosophically speaking, the most important results
of this section are Theorem 2.11 and Corollary 2.10; these two results
will help guide our discussion of modesty in the next section.
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We take the following definition from (French, 2006a).

Definition 2.3. Let C be a class of frames. Call C amalgamative if,

• for all M, M ′ ∈ C , if M(w) ∼Θ∪Γ M ′(w′), then there is M∗ ∈ C such
that M(w) ∼Θ M∗(w∗) and M ′(w′) ∼Γ M∗(w∗).

We need to show that C stE is amalgamative. In (French, 2006b),
an elegant construction is used to show that the class of all frames is
amalgamative, and it can be used for other classes as well. We use this
construction to show C stE is amalgamative, and the proof (which we
include for convenience) is essentially the same as French’s.

Lemma 2.4 (French, 2006b). C stE is amalgamative.

Proof. Let M = 〈W, R, V 〉 and M ′ = 〈W ′, R′, V ′〉. Assume that
M ,M ′ ∈ C stE and M(w) ∼Θ∪Γ M ′(w′). Then the trick is to turn
the Θ ∪ Γ -bisimulation itself into a model M∗ ∈ C stE, where M(w) ∼Θ

M∗(w∗) and M ′(w′) ∼Γ M∗(w∗). Let M∗ = 〈W ∗, R∗, V ∗〉, where:

• R∗ := ∼Θ∪Γ := {〈a, a′〉 | a ∼Θ∪Γ a′},
• 〈a, a′〉R∗〈b, b′〉 iff aRb and a′R′b′,
• 〈a, a′〉 ∈ V ∗(p) iff either both a ∈ V (p) and p /∈ Θ, or both a′ ∈ V ′(p)

and p /∈ Γ .

Finally, let w∗ = 〈w, w′〉.
Define the relation ∼Θ between M and M∗ with a ∼Θ 〈a, a′〉. Simi-

larly, define the relation ∼Γ between M ′ and M∗ with a′ ∼Γ 〈a, a′〉. We
leave it to the reader to show ∼Θ is indeed a Θ-bisimulation between
M and M∗ (and similarly that ∼Γ is indeed a Γ -bisimulation between
M ′ and M∗). Since w ∼Θ w∗ and w′ ∼Γ w∗ (because w∗ = 〈w, w′〉), we
now have:

M(w) ∼Θ M∗(w∗) and M ′(w′) ∼Γ M∗(w∗).

We still need to show M∗ ∈ C stE. To see M∗ is serial assume 〈a, a′〉 ∈
M∗. Since R is serial, aRb for some b. Since a ∼Θ∪Γ a′, there is some
b′, a′R′b′ and b ∼Θ∪Γ b′. Thus, 〈b, b′〉 ∈ M∗, and thus, by the definition
of R∗, 〈a, a′〉R∗〈b, b′〉.

Assume 〈a, a′〉R∗〈b, b′〉 and 〈b, b′〉R∗〈c, c′〉. By the definition of R∗,
aRb and bRc and a′R′b′ and b′R′c′. Since both R and R′ are transitive,
aRc and a′R′c′, and thus R∗ is transitive as well. Similiary, that R∗ is
Euclidean follows from the fact that R and R′ are both Euclidean.

Thus, M∗ ∈ C stE. ⊣
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The following is a narrow version of the more general Lemma 2.31 in
(French, 2006a). The more general Lemma applies to any amalgamative
class, whereas here we apply it only to C stE. The proof is essentially the
same (and we include it for convenience).

Lemma 2.5 (French, 2006a). Assume M, M ′ ∈ C stE, M(w) ∼Θ M ′(w′),
and that for all p ∈ Θ, p does not occur free in Φ. Then:

M, w |= Φ iff M ′, w′ |= Φ.

Proof. The proof is by induction on the complexity of formulas. We
show for the case of the existential quantifier as the other cases are
straightforward. Assume the hypothesis and M ′, w′ |= (∃p)Ψ . Thus,
for some M∗ ∈ C stE we have M ′(w′) ∼p M∗(w∗) and M∗, w∗ |= Ψ .
By assumption M(w) ∼Θ M ′(w′). Linking ∼Θ and ∼p together yields:
M(w) ∼Θ∪{p} M∗(w∗).

By Lemma 2.4, there is M∇ ∈ C stE such that: M(w) ∼p M∇(w∇)
and M∗(w∗) ∼Θ\{p} M∇(w∇). By assumption, no free variable of (∃p)Ψ
occurs in Θ. Though p may be free in Ψ , it cannot be in Θ \ {p}
(we’ve subtracted it out). Thus by induction hypothesis (hereafter IH)
M∇, w∇ |= Ψ . And since M(w) ∼p M∇(w∇), M, w |= (∃p)Ψ . The other
direction is similar. ⊣

One of the more fundamental results in (French, 2006a) is that the
non-modal axioms for propositional quantification are sound in any class
of frames which is amalgamative (and thus they are sound in C stE). This
result is non-trivial as there are some classes of frames where vacuous
quantification can fail (see French, 2006a)!

From Lemma 2.5, for Θ := ∅ we obtain:

Corollary 2.6. Given M , M ′ ∈ C stE and M(w) ∼ M ′(w′),

M, w |= Ψ iff M ′, w′ |= Ψ .

Since submodels are bisimilar to the models they are generated from
(using the identity relation), we have the next result:

Corollary 2.7. If Mw is the submodel of M generated by w, for all

x ∈ W w: M, x |= Ψ iff Mw, x |= Ψ .

The next theorem shows that any two points in any two frames in
C stE are bisimilar.
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Lemma 2.8. Let F = 〈W, R〉 and F ′ = 〈W ′, R′〉 be any two frames in

C stE, and let w ∈ W and w′ ∈ W ′, then

F (w) ∼ F ′(w′).

Proof. Assume the hypothesis. Since R and R′ are serial, W × W ′ is
a bisimulation between F and F ′ which links w and w′.

For 〈w, w′〉 ∈ W × W ′, and if w′R′z′, then let z be some world which
w bears R to (there must be one by seriality), clearly 〈z, z′〉 ∈ W × W ′.
The other direction is similar. ⊣

The following shows that if a closed formula is true at any point in
any model of C stE, then the formula is valid in C stE.

Lemma 2.9. For any closed formula Φ:

if C stE 6|= ¬Φ, then C stE |= Φ.

Proof. Assume Φ is a formula with no free variables. If C stE 6|= ¬Φ
then for some w in some M ∈ C stE, M, w |= Φ. Let w′ be a point in any
model M ′ in C stE.

By Lemma 2.8 there is a bisimulation between the frames of M and
M ′ which also connects w and w′. Thus (recall that PROP is the entire
set of propositional variables), we have: M(w) ∼PROP M ′(w′). Since
there is no free occurrence of any variable in Φ, we use Lemma 2.5 (let
Θ = PROP) to conclude M ′, w′ |= Φ.

Since w′ was an arbitrary point in an arbitrary model, C stE |= Φ. ⊣

It is not clear at this point, but the previous Lemma, together with
the following corollary, reflects a certain philosophical account of mod-
esty (discussed in the next section).

Corollary 2.10. For any closed Φ formula:

C stE |= �Φ iff C stE |= Φ

Proof. The right to left direction follows by Necessitation. For the
other direction assume C stE |= �Φ. By axiom D, this implies that Φ is
true at some point in some model, but then by Lemma 2.9, Φ is valid
in C stE. ⊣

To be sure, in the following Theorem, and throughout this entire
article, ‘KD45’ refers to normal KD45 (without any quantifiers).
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Theorem 2.11. If Φ is a formula with no quantifiers and pi, . . . , pj is a

list of the propositional variables in Φ, then

KD45 0 Φ iff C stE |= (∃pi) . . . (∃pj)¬Φ.

Proof. Assume Φ is a formula with no quantifiers and pi, . . . , pj are all
the propositional variables in Φ. Since KD45 is complete with respect
to C stE, if KD45 0 Φ, then for some M ∈ C stE and some w ∈ M ,
M, w |= ¬Φ. The identity relation on M is a p-bisimulation from M to
M , for any p, but in particular for pi, . . . , pj. Thus, by the definition
of truth in a model, M, w |= (∃pi) . . . (∃pj)¬Φ. By Lemma 2.9, C stE |=
(∃pi) . . . (∃pj)¬Φ.

Conversely, if C stE |= (∃pi) . . . (∃pj)¬Φ, then Φ fails in some model
in C stE, and since KD45 is sound for C stE, KD45 0 Φ . ⊣

3. Modesty

Informally, we are interpreting �Φ with,

the agent rationally believes Φ.

Prima facie, the following fact should seem epistemically curious. Since
KD45 0 �p → p, by Theorem 2.11, we obtain:

Corollary 3.1. C stE |= (∃p)(�p ∧ ¬p).

Corollary 3.1 tells us that our rational agent always has some false
belief, and it is this curious fact we aim to justify. Furthermore, by the
validity of Necessitation and Corollary 3.1, we obtain:

Corollary 3.2. C stE |= �(∃p)(�p ∧ ¬p).

AEM, the axiom of epistemic modesty, is valid in C stE. Now, granting
that AEM is a reasonable axiom for rational belief, we now have a solid
justification for accepting (∃p)(�p∧¬p) as well, for consider the following
reductio style argument.3

1. �(∃p)(�p ∧ ¬p) assumption
2. ¬(∃p)(�p ∧ ¬p) assumption

3 MacIntosh (1980) credits Prior in (1971) as an early source of the following
derivation. Also, strictly speaking this is an informal derivation, as no formal deduc-
tive apparatus had been made clear here. The point goes for the following derivation
as well.
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3. (∀p)(�p → p) from 2
4. �p → p from 3
5. �(∃p)(�p ∧ ¬p) → (∃p)(�p ∧ ¬p) p/(∃p)(�p ∧ ¬p) in 4
6. (∃p)(�p ∧ ¬p) from 1, 5 and modus ponens
7. contradiction from 2 and 6

Thus, AEM implies (∃p)(�p ∧ ¬p). That is, we obtain:

�(∃p)(�p ∧ ¬p) → (∃p)(�p ∧ ¬p)

In English: if you believe that at least one of your beliefs is false, then

at least one of your beliefs is false. Thus, given the aforementioned
argument, we can say: as axioms, (∃p)(�p∧¬p) and �(∃p)(�p∧¬p) are
equivalent. And so Corollary 3.1 is only as philosophically questionable
as AEM.

As French observes (2006a), the Barcan formula, (∀p)�Ψ → �(∀p)Ψ ,
fails in C stE. Not only does Barcan fail, it fails significantly. That is,
there is an instance of the Barcan formula where the antecedent is valid in
C stE and the negation of the consequent is also valid. For (∀p)�(�p → p)
is valid in C stE, and ♦(∃p)(�p ∧ ¬p) is valid, by Corollary 3.1 and D.

There is a philosophical difference between (∀p)�(�p → p), which is
valid in C stE, and �(∀p)(�p → p), whose negation is valid in C stE. The
validity of (∀p)�(�p → p) tells us that it is rational to believe that any
one of our rational beliefs is correct. Philosophically, it seems that the
whole point of having sufficient justification is to be able to believe that
the belief is correct. �(∀p)(�p → p), on the other hand, tells us it is
rational to believe that all our beliefs are correct, which, again, sounds
epistemically immodest.

As the derivation above shows, believing (∃p)(�p ∧ ¬p) is a self-
fulfilling prophecy: if you believe some of your beliefs are incorrect, then
some of your beliefs are incorrect. Interestingly, there are other principles
like this. Assuming the agent’s beliefs are consistent (which, by axiom
D, we are), we can argue for:

�(∃p)(p ∧ ¬�p) → (∃p)(p ∧ ¬�p)

Consider the following reductio style argument:

1. �(∃p)(p ∧ ¬�p) assumption
2. ¬(∃p)(p ∧ ¬�p) assumption
3. (∀p)(p → �p) from 2
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4. p → �p from 3
5. (∀p)(p → �p) → �(∀p)(p → �p) p/(∀p)(p → �p) in 4
6. �(∀p)(p → �p) from 3, 5 and modus ponens
7. �¬(∀p)(p → �p) from 1
8. �⊥ from 6, 7 and regularity
9. ¬�⊥ from D

10. contradiction from 8 and 9

Thus if you believe your beliefs are incomplete, and your beliefs are
consistent, then you must be correct about this. Granting that we should
wish to have our agents resemble ourselves as much as we can, adopting
�(∃p)(p ∧ ¬�p) as an axiom for rational belief seems reasonable, and
thus by the aforementioned self-referential argument, (∃p)(p ∧ ¬�p) is
reasonable as well. To be sure, we have:

Corollary 3.3. C stE |= (∃p)(p ∧ ¬�p) and C stE |= �(∃p)(p ∧ ¬�p).

Proof. KD45 0 p → �p, so by Theorem 2.11, C stE |= (∃p)(p ∧ ¬�p).
Then, by Necessitation, C stE |= �(∃p)(p ∧ ¬�p). ⊣

Before continuing it will be appropriate to say some informal remarks
about the very nature of modesty itself. We’ve assumed from the start
that AEM reflects some sort of modesty on the part of the agent, and we
now attempt to make it clear just how this is a form of modesty.

The general notion of modesty, as a virtue, has received much at-
tention in recent decades, much of it seems to be in reaction to Driver’s
article (1989). Simply put, Driver’s account of modesty involves under-
estimating one’s self. Various authors have disagreed. One of the early
responses to Driver’s account was given by Flanagan (1990), which we
will focus on. Flanagan’s account of modesty is a non-overestimation
account. Flanagan writes:

According to the nonoverestimation account, the modest person may
well have a perfectly accurate sense of her accomplishments and worth
but she does not overestimate them. (1990, p. 424)

Richards (1992) has a similar account to Flanagan, though Richards uses
the word ‘humility’ instead of ‘modesty.’ Like Flanagan, Richards argues
against the idea that being modest implies underestimating oneself. He
writes:

I have identified humility as having a proper sense of oneself and one’s
accomplishments. (Richards, 1992, p. 9)
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Clearly our object language is too impoverished to completely encapsu-
late this notion of modesty (or humility), but it can reflect it to an extent.
We will call this type of account, represented by Richards and Flannagan,
an accuracy account of modesty, as the main point seems to be having
an accurate awareness of one’s qualities, and thus, by implication, not
underestimating or overestimating one’s qualities.

There are two senses of ‘modesty’ relevant here. The first sense,
which we designate with ‘modest1’ simply means: moderate, limited, or
small. When one talks of a ‘modest sum of money’ one means it in this
first sense. The second sense, which we designate with ‘modest2’ is the
more philosophically rich notion of modesty, and pertains to the agent’s
attitude towards her own qualities. For the purpose of current discussion
we are assuming that the accuracy account is the proper account of
modesty2. Thus, to say ‘Michael Jordan’s ability as a basketball player
is modest1’ is simply false. His ability, or the quality of his play, is
excellent, and as such is not modest1. But this does not imply Michael
Jordan is not modest2. As long as he does not overestimate his skill to
play basketball, his attitude (towards his skill) may be modest2.

In many ways the qualities of our idealized agent are not modest1.
The agent’s knowledge of logical truths is not modest1 (due to Necessita-
tion), and the quality of the agent’s (positive and negative) introspection
is not modest1 either (cf. axioms 4 and 5). Similarly, von Neumann’s
ability to calculate was not modest1. Yet for von Neumann to say ‘I am
exceptional at calculating’ is not necessarily not modest2, for it is a
correct estimation of his ability to calculate. Alternatively, if one has
a certain limitation, then modesty2 requires that one not overestimate
that limitation. With this in mind, consider:

Theorem 3.4. For all closed Φ, the following are all equivalent:

(1) C stE |= �Φ,

(2) C stE |= Φ,

(3) (∃M ∈ C stE)(∃w ∈ M) M, w |= Φ,

(4) (∃M ∈ C stE)(∃w ∈ M) M, w |= �Φ.

Proof. The equivalence of 1 and 2 comes from Corollary 2.10. The
equivalence of 2 and 3 follows from Lemma 2.9. Thus, 3 implies 1. We
leave the final case for the reader. ⊣

In so far as various closed Φ do reflect some quality of the agent,
Theorem 3.4 implies that that the agent will be aware of the quality.
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In some cases this may have nothing to do with modesty2 at all (e.g.,
if the closed Φ is a mere tautology), but in some cases it clearly does.
A prime example of immodesty2 would be someone who claims that all
of their beliefs are correct, when they in fact have some false belief (a
straightforward case of overestimation). Theorem 3.4 ensures this cannot
happen. Whatever general qualities that are expressed by a closed Φ,
Theorem 3.4 ensures that the agent will have accurate awareness of that
quality (and thus, not be in a position to overestimate it).

Having some false belief is modest1, because it is a limitation. AEM is
modest2, because it is a correct estimate of this limitation. The following
reveals another general quality of the agent which is modest1.

Since KD45 0 ♦p → �p, by Theorem 2.11, we obtain:

Corollary 3.5. C stE |= (∃p)(♦p ∧ ♦¬p)

An agent whose rational beliefs satisfy (∀p)(�p∨�¬p), though possi-
ble, is far removed from any agent we would normally consider or relate
to. Such an agent would have their mind made up about everything.
Thus it is a natural limitation on our agent to have the negation of this,
as we do with Corollary 3.5, and modesty2 should require an aware-
ness of this natural limitation. Appropriately, from Corollary 3.5 and
Necessitation we have,

Corollary 3.6. C stE |= �(∃p)(♦p ∧ ♦¬p)

Using Necessitation and Theorem 2.11 we have:

Corollary 3.7. If a quantifier-free formula Φ with variables pi, . . . , pj

is not a theorem of KD45, then C stE |= �(∃pi) . . . (∃pj)¬Φ.

Considering Corollary 3.7, it seems our agent never loses sight of the
types of propositions which fail. Perhaps Corollary 3.7 may be charac-
terized as a counterpart to logical omniscience. As has long been noted,
modal agents always believe all the theorems of the system (by Necessi-
tation). Here, we have something akin to ‘non-theorem omniscience’ (so
to speak), and is vaguely reminiscent of the 5 axiom itself.

Looking at Theorem 2.11 and Corollary 3.7 a little closer, what
should we say about them? For any non-theorem Φ of KD45 we have
that (1) (∃pi) . . . (∃pj)¬Φ and (2) �(∃pi) . . . (∃pj)¬Φ are valid (where
pi, . . . , pj are variables in Φ). To give a general sketch at a possible
justification, perhaps the validity of each sentence of sort (1) can be
justified by claiming it is a modest1 type quality of the agent, being a
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limitation. And each sentence of sort (2) can be then justified as being
modest2, as the agent has accurate knowledge of this limitation.

This section represents a rather modest1 attempt to characterize the
agent as being a modest2 agent, or even as an agent at all. Perhaps there
are valid sentences of C stE which simply make no sense, for any sort of
agent. Lacking a completeness proof for a reasonable set of axioms, we
cannot rule that out.

4. Topological semantics

We now turn towards a different semantics which, as far as we can tell,
validates the same formulas as C stE. We return to the standard interpre-
tation of the propositional quantifier (where quantifiers range over sets of
possible worlds of the model), but change the usual interpretation of the
box. The semantics is topological, but we are not focusing on a spatial
interpretation. Rather, we are interpreting the topological semantics in
terms of an agent with beliefs. The level of point-set topology involved
is basic, and our technical goals are to prove analogues of Corollary 2.10
and Theorem 2.11.

4.1. Preliminary definitions

Definition 4.1. For any non-empty set X , let τ be a subset of the
power set of X such that:

1. X ∈ τ ,
2. ∅ ∈ τ ,
3. If F ⊆ τ and F is finite, then

⋂

F ∈ τ ,
4. If F ⊆ τ then

⋃

F ∈ τ .

Then τ is a topology on X and 〈X, τ〉 is a topological space.

Given a topological space 〈X, τ〉, the members of X are points or
worlds, and the members of the topology τ are open sets or opens, and we
use O and U as variables for open sets. A set is closed if the complement
is open. A topological model Mτ = 〈X, τ, V 〉 is a topological space with
a valuation.

Truth in a topological model M τ at a point w is the same as in
Section 2 for the propositional variables, ⊥, and the conditional (except
that we replace |= with |=τ ). Given two models on the same topological
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space, Mτ ′ and Mτ , call M τ ′ a p-variant of M τ , if M τ ′ and Mτ agree
on all propositional variables with the possible exception of p. For the
box and existential propositional quantifier,

• Mτ , w |=τ �Φ iff (∃O)(w ∈ O and (∀x ∈ O \ {w})(M, x |=τ Φ)),
• Mτ , w |=τ (∃p)Φ iff there is a p-variant of Mτ , Mτ ′, and M τ ′, w |=τ Φ.

For the box, perhaps the most important aspect to note is that it allows
for �p∧¬p to be true at a point. Rational beliefs can be false. A formula
Φ is valid in a topological model iff Φ is true at every point in the model.
A formula Φ is valid in a topological space iff Φ is valid in every topological
model based on the topological space. Where C is a class of topological
spaces, we write C |=τ Ψ to mean Ψ is valid in C .

The following operator, d, plays the role of a diamond, dual to the
box.

Definition 4.2. Given 〈X, τ〉 and A ⊆ X , let d(A) be the set of all
points w such that,

• (∀O)( if w ∈ O, then O \ {w} ∩ A is non-empty),

Then d(A) is the derived set of A.

Again, in modal terms, d is a diamond. Compare: M τ , w |=τ ♦Φ iff
(∀O)(if w ∈ O then (∃y)(y ∈ O \ {w} and Mτ , y |=τ Φ). Furthermore,
d(A) is usually written as: A′ and called the set of limit points of A. In
the spaces we are interested in, d({x}) will be empty, for any point x.

Notice that K is always valid. Moreover, the validity of D, 4 and 5

correspond, respectively, to:

• D: {x} is never open, for any point x,
• 4: d(A) is closed, for any set A,
• 5: d(A) is open, for any set A.

We now define a topology in which the axioms of KD45 are valid.
Let X be an infinite set. For any A ⊆ X , we call A co-finite if X \ A
is finite. Let τ co be {O ∈ 2X | O is co-finite } ∪ {∅}. Then τ co is the
co-finite topology on X . It is straightforward to show that τ co is indeed a
topology. Firstly, ∅ and X belong to τ co, since X is co-finite. Secondly,
the union of any collection of co-finite sets is also co-finite, and the finite
intersection of co-finite sets is also co-finite. It is useful to keep in mind
that, for all A ∈ 2X , either d(A) = ∅ or d(A) = X . For if A is finite,
then d(A) = ∅; and if A is not finite, then d(A) = X .
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Let C co be the class of all topological spaces of the form 〈X, τ co〉,
where X is a countably infinite set. We specify that each set of points in
C co is countably infinite mainly to simplify the work here. For instance,
proving Lemma 4.11 would be more involved if we allowed for any car-
dinality. We write Mτ ∈ C co to mean Mτ is based on a topological
space in C co. Also, when the context is clear, we will often leave the
superscript ‘τ ’ off of ‘Mτ ’ and just use ‘M ’ for convenience.

We show: KD45 is sound and complete with respect to C co.

4.2. Topological completeness for KD45

To be sure, the overall purpose of this article is to explore and com-
pare two different semantics for an agent with modest qualities. For
the first type of semantics, the bulk of the technical work was shown in
Section 2.2. Our main goal, at this point, is to show that the results for
C stE in section 2.2 also hold for C co. To do this, we need to show that
KD45, without propositional quantification, is topologically complete,
that is,

KD45 ⊢ Ψ iff C
co |=τ Ψ .

We start our proof. Assume KD45 0 Φ. Since KD45 has the finite
model property, Φ fails at some world w in some finite M ∈ C stE, and
so Φ fails in the submodel generated by w, that is, Mw, w 6|= Φ, where
Mw = 〈W w, Rw, V w〉.

Note that Mw is also finite. Requiring that Mw be finite is significant
because ultimately we will be making infinitely many copies of each world
in W w (with the possible exception of w itself). We will then form a
topology on this new, infinite set of points, and we want that set to be
countably infinite (so that it is a member of C co). This is not essential
for showing completeness, but it is helpful for simplifying our work in
the following section.

Lemma 4.3. Considering Mw, we have:

(1) If w bears Rw to itself, then Rw = W w × W w,

(2) If w does not bear Rw to itself, then Rw = W w × (W w \ {w}).

Proof. For (1), assume wRww and let x and y be any worlds in W w.
By construction, w bears Rw to both x and y, and so by the Euclidean
property, xRwy.
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For (2), assume w 6Rww. No world can relate to w, because then w
would relate to itself, by the Euclidean property (contradiction). So let
x be any world, and let y be any world that is not w. Since y is not w,
wRwy. If x = w, then done. If not, then wRwx, and so by the Euclidean
property, xRwy. ⊣

Thus, Rw is a simple relation on W w. Either every world relates to
every world, or every world relates to every world except w. Thus, the
only possible non-reflexive world is w. Also, in our proof of the previous
theorem, we only used the Euclidean property, however, we are also using
a simplified definition of a submodel, made possible by the fact that our
initial model was transitive (see Goldblatt, 1992, Exercise 1.6.1).

In the following definition we introduce the notion of a quasi-explo-

sion. We make an infinite number of copies of each reflexive world, and
so, appplying this construction to Mw, we are making an infinite number
of copies of every world, with the possible exception of w.

Definition 4.4. Let M = 〈W, R, V 〉. For any x ∈ W , we put:

C(x) :=

{

{〈x, 0〉} = {x0} if x 6R x,

{x} × N = {x0, x1, x2, . . .} if xRx,

and call C(x) the copies of x. For all xi, xj ∈ C(x) call xi, xj fellow

copies. Let W ⋆ =
⋃

{C(x) | x ∈ W}. For all xi, yj ∈ W ⋆, let xiR
⋆yj

if xRy. For any x ∈ W , let C(x) ⊆ V ⋆(p) if x ∈ V (p). Call M⋆ =
〈W ⋆, R⋆, V ⋆〉 the quasi-explosion of M .

Linking the copies back to the originals is a bisimulation (and also a
p-morphism) and gives:

Lemma 4.5. If M⋆ is the quasi-explosion of Mw, z ∈ Mw, and zj ∈ C(z),

Mw, z |= Ψ iff M⋆, zj |= Ψ .

From the above lemma we have,

Corollary 4.6. If M⋆ is the quasi-explosion of Mw, and zk, zj are

fellow copies,

M⋆, zk |= Ψ iff M⋆, zj |= Ψ .

Proof. Assume M⋆, zk |= Ψ . By Lemma 4.5 we have Mw, z |= Ψ , and
applying Lemma 4.5 again we have M⋆, zj |= Ψ . ⊣
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We need,

Lemma 4.7. If M⋆ is the quasi-explosion of Mw, M⋆ ∈ C stE.

Proof. Assume the hypothesis and assume xiR
⋆yj and yjR⋆zk. Thus

xRwy and yRwz, and because Rw is transitive, xRwz. And so xiR
⋆zk.

Thus R⋆ is transitive.
That R⋆ is serial and Euclidean is shown similarly. ⊣

If ♦p → �p was valid in the frame of Mw, it would not necessarily
be valid in the frame of M⋆, but it would be valid in the model, by
Theorem 4.5. Finally,

Theorem 4.8. KD45 ⊢ Ψ iff C co |=τ Ψ .

Proof. The soundness of KD45 with respect to C co is left to the reader.
Recapitulating our earlier reasoning, we assumed KD45 0 Φ, and it

followed that Φ failed in the finite, generated submodel Mw ∈ C stE, at
world w. Applying Lemma 4.5 we have that Φ fails in the quasi-explosion
M⋆ = 〈W ⋆, R⋆, V ⋆〉, at all the possible copies of w (note that if w is not
reflexive, then there is just one copy of w).

Also, by Lemma 4.7, since Mw ∈ C stE, M⋆ ∈ C stE.
Here is where seriality comes in. W ⋆, of course, is non-empty, but

we need to know it is infinite. By the construction in Definition 4.4, we
know at least the copies of w are in W ⋆, and if w is reflexive, then there
will be an infinite number of copies in W ⋆. But if w is not reflexive, then
there is only one copy of w (namely w0), but our relation is serial, and
so w0 relates to some world, and by the Euclidean property, that world
must relate to itself, and so there will be an infinite number of copies of
this second world. Thus, W ⋆ is infinite.

Let τ co be the co-finite topology on W ⋆ and let Mτ = 〈W ⋆, τ co, V ⋆〉.
As mentioned, since we started off with a finite model, and made a
countably infinite number of copies of each world (besides possibly w),
W ⋆ is countably infinite. Thus Mτ ∈ C co.

We need to show: M⋆, zj |= Ψ iff Mτ , zj |=τ Ψ .
The non-modal cases are straightforward. Assume M⋆, zj |= �Ψ .

Considering Mw, if w bears Rw to itself, then, by Lemma 4.3, all the
worlds in W w bear Rw to each other, and so by the construction of M⋆,
all the worlds in W ⋆ bear R⋆ to each other, that is R⋆ = W ⋆ ×W ⋆. And
thus all worlds in M⋆ force Ψ . Thus, by the IH, all worlds in M τ force
Ψ . And since W ⋆ is an open set, and zj is in it, Mτ , zj |=τ �Ψ .
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On the other hand, if w does not bear Rw to itself, then Rw = W w ×
(W w \{w}), by Lemma 4.3. And so by the construction of M⋆, we have:
R⋆ = W ⋆ × (W ⋆ \ {w0}). And to be sure, C(w) = {w0}. Thus every
world in M⋆ forces Ψ with the possible exception of w0. Thus, by IH,
every world in Mτ forces Ψ with the possible exception of w0. Now, since
all co-finite sets are open, the following is open: (W ⋆ \{w0})∪{zj}. And
zj is a member, and so by the definition of truth, M τ , zj |= �Ψ .

Conversely, assume Mτ , zj |=τ �Ψ . Thus there is some open, co-
finite set, O, zj ∈ O and every world in O \ {zj} forces Ψ . By IH, every
world in O \ {zj} forces Ψ in M⋆.

Considering our original world w, if w is reflexive then w, and every
other world, has infinitely many copies in M⋆. And since O is co-finite,
then only a finite number of worlds could possibly have Ψ fail. But then
all worlds force Ψ , by Corollary 4.6. Thus, M⋆, zj |= �Ψ .

On the other hand if w is not reflexive, then it has only one copy in
M⋆, namely w0, and w0 is not reflexive either. Thus zj does not relate
to w0, and all other worlds have infinitely many fellow copies. Since O
is co-finite, all but possibly a finite number of worlds force Ψ in M⋆, and
so by Corollary 4.6 again, M⋆, zj |= �Ψ .

Therefore, Φ, our original non-theorem of KD45, will fail in Mτ . ⊣

Thus, KD45 is sound and complete for C co. Notice that, this topol-
ogy won’t work for the multi-agent case, as there is only one co-finite
topology on a given infinite set—all the agents would be the same. There
are, in fact, other topologies which validate the KD45 axioms, and we
mention them later on.

4.3. Some results for propositional quantifiers

Here we prove results analogous to the results in Section 2.2. Throughout
this section we adopt the following convention: where M is a model, we
will typically write: Mp to designate some p-variant of M . Taking it
further, we may write: Mpq to specify a q-variant of Mp, which is itself
a p-variant of M .

In the following we show that if a model and its p-variant only differ
on p at finitely many points, then the points not in that finite set all
force exactly the same formulas in both models.
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Lemma 4.9. Let M ∈ C co and let F be a finite set of points in M . Let

Mp (with valuation V p) be a p-variant of M such that for all x /∈ F ,

x ∈ V (p) iff x ∈ V p(p),

then for all z /∈ F ,

M, z |=τ Φ iff Mp, z |=τ Φ.

Proof. By induction on the complexity of formulas.
Assume the hypothesis. The cases for the propositional variables, ⊥,

and the conditional are straightforward.
If x /∈ F , assume M, x |=τ �Ψ . Thus, for some O, x ∈ O and

for all y ∈ O \ {x}, M, y |=τ Ψ . Since x /∈ F , x ∈ O \ F and for all
y ∈ (O \ F ) \ {x}, M, y |=τ Ψ . Since none of the points in F are in
(O \ F ) \ {x}, we may apply the induction hypothesis and infer: for all
y ∈ (O \ F ) \ {x}, Mp, y |=τ Ψ . Since O \ F is co-finite, it is open, thus
Mp, x |=τ �Ψ . The converse is analogous.

If x /∈ F , assume M, x |=τ (∃q)Ψ . Thus for some q-variant of M ,
M q, x |=τ Ψ . Let V q be the valuation of M q.

Let V qp be the valuation for a p-variant of M q, such that for all
points z: z ∈ V qp(p) if z ∈ V p(p). Significantly, M qp is a q-variant of
Mp. Furthermore, Since Ψ is true at x in M q and the only possible
difference between V q and V qp is the valuation of p in the finite set F ,
by the induction hypothesis, M qp, x |=τ Ψ . By the definition of truth,
Mp, x |=τ (∃q)Ψ . The converse is analogous. ⊣

We will use the following notation for the following lemmas. For any
Φ, let f(Φ) := {p | p is free in Φ}.

In the next lemma we show that if two points agree on all the free
variables of Φ, then they agree on Φ. We will use the previous lemma to
show this.

Lemma 4.10. Let M ∈ C co and let x, y ∈ M . Assume for all q ∈ f(Φ),
x ∈ V (q) iff y ∈ V (q). Then M, x |=τ Φ iff M, y |=τ Φ.

Proof. By induction on the complexity of formulas. Assume the hy-
pothesis. The cases for the propositional variables, ⊥, and the condi-
tional are straightforward.

For the case where Φ = �Ψ , assume M, x |=τ �Ψ . Thus, Ψ is true
at co-finitely many points. Let U be the set of points where Ψ is true.
U is open, and so is U ∪ {y}. So by definition of truth in a model,
M, y |=τ �Ψ .
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For the case where Φ = (∃q)Ψ , assume M, x |=τ (∃q)Ψ . Thus there
is some q-variant of M , M q, and Ψ is true at x in M q. If x and y agree
on q in M q, then they agree on all free variables of Ψ , and so we may
use the induction hypothesis to conclude M q, y |=τ Ψ . And since M q is
a q-variant of M , M, y |=τ (∃q)Ψ .

On the other hand, if x and y do not agree on q in M q, then consider
the q-variant of M q, M qq, where M qq is exactly the same as M q, except
that we change the valuation of q at y to agree with the valuation of q
at x in M q. Here we let F = {y} and apply Lemma 4.9 to conclude that
M qq, x |=τ Ψ . And since x and y, in M qq, completely agree on all free
variables in Ψ , we use the induction hypothesis to conclude M qq, y |=τ Ψ .
And since M qq is a q-variant of M , M, y |=τ (∃q)Ψ . ⊣

Lemma 4.11. Let M, M ′ ∈ C co and let g be a 1–1, onto function from

M to M ′. Assume that for all p ∈ f(Φ) and for all points z,

z ∈ V (p) iff g(z) ∈ V ′(p),

then, for all x,

M, x |=τ Φ iff M ′, g(x) |=τ Φ.

Proof. We assume the hypothesis and proceed by induction on the
complexity of formulas, going ahead to the cases for the box and the
existential quantifier.

Assume M, x |=τ �Ψ . Thus all but finitely many points in M force
Ψ . By induction hypothesis, all but finitely many points force Ψ in M ′,
thus M ′, g(x) |=τ �Ψ . The converse is similar.

Assume M, x |=τ (∃q)Ψ . Thus for some q-variant of M , M q, x forces
Ψ in M q. It is possible that q is free in Ψ , so we create a q-variant of
M ′, M ′q, where for all z, g(z) ∈ V ′q(q) if z ∈ V q(q).

Now, each x in M ′q agrees with g(x) in M q on all free variables in
Ψ , and so the induction hypothesis applies, and thus M ′q, g(x) |=τ Ψ .
And since M ′q is a q-variant of M ′, M ′, g(x) |=τ (∃q)Ψ . The converse is
similar. ⊣

We can now show a topological analogue to Theorem 2.9:

Theorem 4.12. For all closed Φ,

If C co 6|=τ ¬Φ, then C co |=τ Φ.

Proof. Assume C co 6|=τ ¬Φ. Thus Φ is true at a point w in some
M ∈ C co. Let z be any point in M . Since Φ is closed, f(Φ) is empty,
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thus by Lemma 4.10, Φ is true at z in M , and since z was arbitrary, Φ is
true at every point in M .

Now let M∗ be any model in C co. Since all the topologies in C co

are based on a countably infinite set, they all have the same cardinality,
and so there is a 1–1, onto function between M and M∗. Thus by
Lemma 4.11, Φ is true at every point in M∗. And since M∗ is arbitrary,
C co |=τ Φ ⊣

Thus if a closed formula is true at any point in any model, it is true
at every point in every model. Using the theorem above we have the fol-
lowing analogue to Corollary 2.10. The proof is similar to Corollary 2.10,
but instead of using Theorem 2.9 we use Theorem 4.12.

Corollary 4.13. For all closed Φ, C co |=τ �Φ iff C co |=τ Φ.

We also have the following analogue to Theorem 2.11.

Theorem 4.14. If Φ is a formula with no quantifiers and pi, . . . , pj is a

list of the propositional variables in Φ,

KD45 0 Φ iff C
co |=τ (∃pi) . . . (∃pj)¬Φ.

Proof. Assume Φ is a formula with no quantifiers and pi, . . . , pj are all
the propositional variables in Φ. By Theorem 4.8, KD45 is complete with
respect to C co. Thus if KD45 0 Φ, then for some M ∈ C co and some
w ∈ M , M, w |= ¬Φ. Trivially, M is a p-variant of itself, for any p, but
in particular for pi, . . . , pj . Thus, by the definition of truth in a model,
M, w |= (∃pi) . . . (∃pj)¬Φ. By Lemma 4.12, C stE |= (∃pi) . . . (∃pj)¬Φ.

Conversely, if C co |= (∃pi) . . . (∃pj)¬Φ, then Φ fails in some model in
C co, and since KD45 is sound for C co, KD45 0 Φ. ⊣

From Theorem 4.14, we have all the corollaries from Corollary 3.1 to
Corollary 3.7. And the philosophical interpretation of these theorems,
from Section 3 holds over to the topological case as well. All of this leads
us to conject the following conjecture:

C
stE |= Φ iff C

co |=τ Φ.

4.4. Philosophical interpretation of the topological semantics

In a recent paper by Baltag et al. (2018), where another topological
approach to belief is presented, some interesting philosophical criticisms
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were put forth regarding the topological approach to belief considered
here.

[. . . ] in any topo-model and any state in this model, there is at least

one false belief, that is, the agent always believes the false proposition
X \ {x} at the actual state x.

This corresponds to the validity of (∃p)(�p ∧ ¬p). The agent always has
at least one false, rational belief. Recall that we addressed this curious
fact at the start of Section 3, by presenting a syntactic proof of:

�(∃p)(�p ∧ ¬p) → (∃p)(�p ∧ ¬p)

Thus AEM, i.e. �(∃p)(�p ∧ ¬p), implies that the agent has at least one
false belief, and so if there is a philosophical problem here, it is with the
axiom of epistemic modesty, which does seem plausible.

We now present some basic concepts in topology in order to present
this alternative approach from (Baltag et al., 2018). Far from arguing
against this alternative approach, our aim is to show it is, in an important
case, the same as the approach here.

Definition 4.15. Given 〈X, τ〉 and A ⊆ X , the interior of A is the set
Int(A) =

⋃

{O ⊆ A | O ∈ τ}.

Thus Int(A) is the union of all open subsets of A. In 1938, Tsao-
Chen (1938) noticed a connection between the closure operator and the
diamond of one of Lewis’ systems of strict implication, and this precip-
itated a series of papers (McKinsey, 1941; McKinsey and Tarski, 1944,
1948) exploring the connection more deeply. Because of their work, S4

is well-known as the logic of the interior operator (see Aiello et al., 2007,
for a straightforward completeness proof).

Recall that a set is closed when the complement is open. The closure

of a set A, Cl(A), is the intersection of all the closed supersets of A.
And, Cl is the dual of Int. And so just as the interior operator is the
box of S4, the closure operator, Cl, is the diamond of S4. That is,
Cl(A) = −Int(−A), where for any Y ∈ 2X we put −Y := X \ Y . The
following is well-known and straightforward to show: Cl(A) = d(A) ∪ A.
And thus, dually, we have: Int(A) = −d(−A) ∩ A.

Stalnaker (2006) presents an interesting way to define belief in terms
of knowledge.

• BΦ is ¬K¬KΦ Stalnaker
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Keeping in mind that the interior operator acts like a knowledge operator
(by obeying S4), Baltag et al. (2018) explore Stalnaker’s definition in
a topological setting. And so their topological version of belief is the
closure of the interior. Thus, given a set of possible worlds A, we have:

• B(A) is Cl(Int(A)) Topo-Stalnaker

To be sure, the Topo-Stalnaker approach is presented as a rival approach
to the approach discussed here. And here we’re interpreting rational
belief in the proposition A as −d(−A), where d is our diamond. However,
despite definite differences, we now show an important case where the
two approaches coincide.

We show below that in the case where d obeys the diamond of KD45,
we have: −d(−A) = Cl(Int(A)). A helpful piece of notation is the boxdot
notation, ⊡ from (Boolos, 1993):

⊡Φ := (�Φ ∧ Φ)

which gives us the dual:

⟐Φ := (♦Φ ∨ Φ)

Thus, since Cl(A) = d(A) ∪ A, and ‘♦’ represents d, ‘⟐’ represents the
closure operator. And so ‘⊡’ represents the interior operator. Putting
all this together, belief that p is represented in the Topo-Stalnaker inter-
pretation with: ⟐⊡ p. Thus, we want to show:

Theorem 4.16. KD45 ⊢ �p ↔ ⟐⊡ p.

Proof. 1. K4 ⊢ �p → ��p
2. K4 ⊢ �p → (��p ∧ �p) from 1
3. K4 ⊢ �p → �(�p ∧ p) from 2, the box distributes over ‘∧’
4. K4 ⊢ �p → �⊡ p from 3 and the definition of ‘⊡’
5. KD4 ⊢ �p → ♦ ⊡ p from 4 and D

6. KD4 ⊢ �p → (♦ ⊡ p ∨ ⊡p) from 5, weakening the consequent
7. KD4 ⊢ �p → ⟐⊡ p from 6 and the definition of ‘⟐’.

Conversely,

1. K ⊢ ⊡p → �p
2. K ⊢ ♦ ⊡ p → ♦�p from 1, the diamond is monotonic
3. K5 ⊢ ♦p → �♦p
4. K5 ⊢ ♦�p → �p from 3, contraposition and let p be ¬p
5. K5 ⊢ ♦ ⊡ p → �p from 2 and 4
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6. K5 ⊢ (♦⊡ p ∨ ⊡p) → �p from 1 and 5
7. K5 ⊢ ⟐⊡ p → �p from 6 and the definition of ‘⟐’

Thus, we obtain KD45 ⊢ �p ↔ ⟐⊡ p. ⊣

Thus, considering Theorem 4.16, if one is content to use d and KD45,
then one should have no objection to the Topo-Stalnaker approach. As
Stalnaker’s approach implies KD45 for belief, this point feels salient.

For the most part, our interpretation of the topological semantics
is the same as the relational semantics. We are interpreting points as
possible worlds, and sets of worlds as propositions. Thus a proposition
P is true at a world w if and only if w ∈ P . Note that, if we take the
infinite intersection of all propositions true at world w, we get: {w}. Sin-
gleton propositions are maximal propositions. A singleton proposition
represents a complete picture of a world.

Now, there is one aspect of the topological semantics, related to
singleton propositions, which is difficult to interpret, and there is no
analogue for it in the relational case. Consider the following topological
condition:

T1: for all points x, y ∈ X , we have x /∈ d({y}).

This condition holds of all the topological spaces in C co. In fact, it is
equivalent to the condition of every co-finite set being open. The validity
of axiom 5 implies this condition, as does the validity of �(�p → p).

How should the T1 condition be interpreted? Again, any singleton
proposition {w} represents a maximal proposition. In some sense, the
T1 condition is saying: {x} is never possible, at any world.

In (Steinsvold, 2008) an interpretation inspired by the work of Patrick
Grim (1991) is presented. Grim argues, in a variety of ways, that a
totality of truths is incoherent. Applying the conclusion here, maximal
propositions, i.e. {x}, are incoherent. Thus, we can make sense out of the
topological semantics as long as we accept that {x} does not make sense.

Alternatively, perhaps one could argue that the probability of a max-
imal proposition being true is so infinitesimally small, if not zero, that
one is justified in believing it will never be the case. However, such an
argument would seem to raise philosophical questions which are not easy
to answer.

We conclude this section with various comments.
1. As mentioned, there are other topologies, where the axioms of

KD45 are valid. Let X be an infinite set, and let A be an infinite
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subset of X . Let τA = { U ⊆ X | (∃F )(F ⊆ A and F is finite, and
A \ F ⊆ U)} ∪ {∅}.

Given 〈X, τA〉, any member of τA (besides ∅) can be formed by taking
A, removing finitely many points, and then adding any amount of points
from X . Every non-empty member of τA will contain all but finitely
many points of A. Our completeness proof for single-agent KD45 is a
simplified version of the topological completeness proof for multi-agent
KD45 with common belief, to be found in (Steinsvold, 2007), and it
utilizes these types of topologies.

2. In the case axiom 5 is seen as too strong, one might consider
KD4Q, that is KD4+�(�p → p). Let A and B be two infinite, disjoint
sets. Let τ be the co-finite topology on A, let τ ′ be the cofinite topology
on A ∪ B, and let τ ′′ = τ ′ ∪ τ . The axioms of KD4Q, are valid in
〈A ∪ B, τ ′′〉, but axiom 5 can fail at any point in B by letting V (p) = B.

4.5. The Gettier problem

As noted above, we have:

Int(A) = −d(−A) ∩ A.

Granting that the interior operator represents knowledge, and the dual
of d represents rational belief, we have:

• KΦ is �Φ ∧ Φ the traditional analysis of knowledge

Thus, topologically, knowledge is true, rational belief. Famously, in 1963,
Edmund Gettier published a short article (1963) challenging this sim-
ple thesis with some interesting counterexamples, and epistemology has
never been the same. To be sure, this thesis is typically put in terms of
‘justified belief’ instead of ‘rational belief,’ but for our purposes we can
safely ignore this distinction.

To give a quick, oft-used, example. Suppose you are looking out at
a field, and there is a tree in the field. Behind the tree, unbeknownst
to you, is a sheep. However, in front of you is a fake sheep–something
that looks exactly like a normal sheep, but is not a sheep. It does not
exactly matter what the fake sheep is, it could be a robot in the form of
a sheep, or a dog disguised to look like a sheep, all that matters is that
it looks just like a normal sheep, so that you believe it is a sheep, and
your belief is justified. Now, consider the following sentence,

S: There is a sheep in the field.
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In this example, S is true, you believe S, and you are justified in believ-
ing S. Yet, you do not know that S.

Epistemologists agree with Gettier: the traditional analysis of knowl-
edge is incomplete. Trying to solve the Gettier problem is typically
thought of in terms of adding an extra-condition to the traditional anal-
ysis of knowledge in order to make it complete. However, there has
been an impressive and wild diversity of responses to the problem, and
epistemologists are far from settled on this question. Some have given
up altogether.

The interior operator acts like knowledge, and the derived set, given
certain restrictions, acts like rational belief. But if we take both of them
as is, we get our own topological version of the Gettier problem. This
problem was noted in (Steinsvold, 2007), and the proposed solution was
to use clopen sets for knowledge. A set is clopen if it is closed and open,
i.e., it is open and its compliment is open (let clop be the set of all clopen
sets). Using ‘Kc’ to represent knowledge, we have,

• M, w |=τ
K

cΦ iff (∃O ∈ clop)(w ∈ O and (∀x ∈ O) M, x |=τ Φ).

Using this, it straightforward to check that K
cΦ → (�Φ ∧ Φ) is valid

in all topological spaces, but the converse fails, and thus one avoids
the topological Gettier problem. Furthermore, S4 is sound for K

c, is
it complete? A topological space 〈X, τ〉 is connected if clop = {∅, X},
i.e., the only clopen sets are X and ∅. It is straightforward to see the
5 axiom for K

c holds in any connected topological space. Are there any
topological spaces where d obeys KD45 and 5 fails for K

c?
Though using clopen sets may superficially solve this topological Get-

tier problem, it really is not clear what a clopen set represents, epistem-
ically. That is, what does it really have to do with knowledge or the
actual Gettier problem? This is not clear.

There is another point worth mentioning in relation to this topolog-
ical Gettier problem, and it is directly related to a well-known attempt
to solve the problem. As noted in (Steinsvold, 2007) and also (Baltag
et al., 2018), open sets do not represent just any type of justification,
they represent true justifications. That is, suppose I believe P, and I
believe P on the basis of Q, Q being my justification. In everyday life, it
is possible that Q is false. Whereas, considering the definition of truth
in a model, if �p is true at w, then there is an open set O and w ∈ O
(etc.). Point being: a justification, i.e. an open set, has to be true at a
world for an agent to use it.
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Call a belief well-founded if it is justified by a truth. Here, �p repre-
sents a well-founded belief. Thus we can view the topological semantics
not just as a semantics for rational belief, but for well-founded, rational
beliefs.

Going back to our Gettier example mentioned above: you believe
that S, that is, you believe there is a sheep in the field. But on what
basis is S believed? Is it well-founded? It is not. You believe S because
you believe: ‘that thing is a sheep.’ Thus, you believe there is some sheep
in the field because you believe that particular thing you are looking at
is a sheep. But that is false, the thing you are looking at is not a sheep.
It is a fake sheep.

The diagnosis just given to our Gettier example is representative of
a major, early response to the Gettier problem, typically labeled the
‘No False Lemmas’ condition, introduced by Armstrong in (Armstrong,
1974). Since knowledge implies justified belief, various philosophers had
argued that if you really do know something, then the relevant belief
must be well-founded to block Gettier-type examples. While this cer-
tainly does block many Gettier examples, the No False Lemmas condition
was argued to be, in some cases, too weak, and in other cases, too strong.

Thus, while we certainly have not solved this problem, it is inter-
esting that the topological semantics has at least one major response to
the Gettier problem built-in. And, to be thorough, the epistemologist
Michael Levin in (Levin, 2006) has argued that many of the supposed
arguments against the No False Lemma condition do not work. While,
as Levin says, it is ‘textbook orthodoxy’ that the No False Lemmas
condition is unsatisfactory, Levin’s work shows that this is a premature
judgement.4 Perhaps the No False Lemmas condition simply fell out of
philosophical fashion before it could be given its best defense.

Typically, when one interprets a topology epistemically, the open
sets are treated as evidence. And the fact that topologies are closed
under finite intersection represents a familiar form of reasoning. To
quote (Baltag et al., 2018),

[. . . ] closure under finite intersection capture’s an agent’s ability to put
finitely many pieces into a single piece.

But what about arbitrary intersections? Topologies closed under arbi-
trary intersection are Alexandroff topologies. And there is a one-to-one

4 To be thorough, Levin believes the well-known fake-barn case is still a problem
for the No False Lemmas condition.
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correspondence between Alexandroff topological models and transitive
and reflexive relational models (for a proof see Aiello et al., 2007). Thus,
any Alexandroff topology is essentially a frame for S4 and any frame for
S4 is essentially an Alexandroff topology.

Thus, it seems safe to say, if we want to represent an agent in a
way that is different than the usual relational semantics, we should not
be using Alexandroff topologies for that representation. With that in
mind, there are no Alexandroff topologies for KD45 when using d as the
diamond (and we leave the proof for the reader).

And to make a point which reflects the general theme of this paper:
since a topology can represent an agent which has finite intersection, but
also lacks infinite intersections, this represents a significant limitation on
our agent, and thus reflects a modest1 quality of the agent.

5. Conclusion

As far as we can tell, both semantics explored in this paper validate
the same formulas, so in that regard they are equal. And of course
we’d be grateful to anyone who could prove, or disprove, the conjec-
ture that both semantics validate the exact same formulas. However,
the topological semantics, while tantalizingly epistemic, raises difficult
interpretive questions. Thus, if one wants to represent a modest agent,
the relational semantics with bisimulation quantifiers seems to be the
more straightforward approach.
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